HEALTHCARE
SPACES

HEALTHCARE SPACES

Philosophy
Our R+D+i department is the center of our design
and product creation process, thus safeguarding the
brand’s extremely high standards. We conduct all of
the design, 3D modeling, prototyping, and testing
phases at our facilities in Barcelona, as well as the
manufacturing of all of our products.
Our systems are only produced with European-origin
aluminum. They surpass the EN1527 standard by
being tested to more than 100,000 cycles, and
come with a 5-year warranty. We are proud of our
internationally renowned customers and providers,
as well as the support we have received from the
leading international certification organizations and
design entities.

Accessibility,
privacy, and humanized
spaces
THE PERFECT COMBINATION FOR
ACHIEVING UNIQUE PROJECTS
Guaranteeing functionality and efficiency for
healthcare workers in spaces characterized by
tension, stress, and limited space is a challenge.
That’s why KLEIN offers multiple sliding glass
and wood applications, to provide users with privacy
and comfort, all while enhancing accessibility.

GERMANY
BERLIN
BRANCH

FRANCE

This catalog was created to show you, in terms of
quality and reliability, the results of our systems in
healthcare environments.
Choose KLEIN to make your designs reality.

USA
NEW YORK
SHOWROOM
SUBSIDIARY

PARIS
BRANCH

SPAIN
BARCELONA
FACTORY
& HEADQUARTER

www.klein-usa.com
The excellence derived from the manufacturing of innovative systems meets TÜV quality standards.
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Rosa María Vivar
Foundation
HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR PEOPLE WITH ALZHEIMER’S

Goal: Be aware of users and transform the space into a home.
Architects: GCA Architects
Systems: SLID and LITE FOLD
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“Our objective was to create a warm, welcoming,
bright place in which patients could spend the
day feeling like they were at home,
instead of in a hospital.”
Maria Jesús Lerín, Director of the Center
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AZA Clinic

Goal: Placing people at the center of the activity and
using hands as the tool for change.
Architects: CARPE Studio and CRUX Arquitectos
Systems: SLID
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“Thanks to the 6 panels
in cross position, te 50 m2
of the clinic become up to
6 rooms, as required.”
Alejandro Gª Pedrón, CEO of Crux Arquitectura
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Barcelona
Hospital Clínic

HEALTHCARE SPACES

Goal: Guarantee functionality and efficiency
for healthcare workers
Architects: PMMT Arquitectura
Systems: SLID
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“The focus is on the patients, on
creating a private, comforting environment for them, as well as an efficient, comfortable workspace for
the entire healthcare team.”
Patricio Martínez, CEO of PMMT Arquitectura
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González-Franco
Dental Clinic

HEALTHCARE SPACES

“To achieve a calming environment, we decided
to use a limited number of materials that would
grant uniformity to the clinic, mainly opting for
wood and glass.”
Mario Franco Denis

Goal: Offer a functional, modern, and welcoming
space for patients.
Architects: Mario Franco Denis
Systems: LIGNEA
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#KleinHealthySpaces

PRIVATE CLINIC
LITE+

WAITING ROOM
Rolmatic Corner

MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY LAB
Panoramic

DOCTOR’S OFFICE
Unikmatic Corner

DOCTOR’S OFFICE
Extendo

WAITING ROOM
Unikglass+
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Cózar Clinic
Goal: Adapt the space to flexibility and versatility to emphasizing the
connectivity between the rooms.
Architects: LECOC Arquitectura
Systems: LITE+
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Application table
TELESCOPIC DOORS

SINGLE DOORS

EXTENDO

FIXED AND
SLIDING DOORS

UNIKGLASS+

SLID

PANORAMIC

LIGNEA

CORNER DOORS

UNIKMATIC CORNER

ROLMATIC CORNER

LITE+

Simultaneous Opening
(Synchro Technology)

Check all the installation and customization options at www.klein-usa.com

Klein Soft Closing
(KSC)

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) avaiable with Rollglass+, FRONT, Unikglass+ and Unikglass+ AIR

Other brake options: Self Closing and KLEIN Brake System (KBS)
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416-2050-03-18-V20

www.klein.es

KLEIN USA, Inc.®
1 Madison Street
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Phone: 973 246 8181
Fax: 973 246 8362
info@klein-usa.com
www.klein-usa.com

Follow us on social media

The photos, pictures, contents and products described in this catalogue are for information and guidance purposes only and therefore shall not give rise to any rights or expectations nor constitu-
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te a binding sales offer as they are protected by intellectual and industrial property rights in favour of KLEIN IBÉRICA S.A.U.

